November 11, 2019

RE: First Quarter Report for NAME

Student: ___________________________ DOB: ___________________________

School Year: _______________________ Grade: ________________________

Number of Hours of Instruction:

First Quarter covers:

Mathematics- Lessons Covered-

English- E

~A Reason For Writing- Name cursive has improved drastically.

~Reading- Name has completed half of her reader.

~Writing- Name has completed 5 lessons: Following Directions, Sentence & Paragraph Control Write & Rewrite a Sentence, Description of My Friend, and Point of View. She completed a narrative piece, a creative selfie assignment, and a fiction piece as well. Name journals on a regular basis and seems to enjoy this.

~Literature- Name completed Stone Fox by John Reynolds Gardiner and received a 90 on her final project.

~Grammar- Name has completed the Prepositions and Verbs Units. She is halfway through the Noun Unit as well.

~Spelling- Name completed units 1,2, 7-12, and 2 holiday. She enjoys her spelling tests and does very well.
Name is learning about the solar system and how it relates to us. She has learned how important the sun is and how we use the sun, moon, and planets to tell time. She also learned of great men who taught us great things about the solar system, such as: Galileo.

Music/Art- E

Name participates in music at HSA. She will be in a music show in December. Art is integrated throughout history/geography and science at home and at HSA.

Gym- E

Name has gym class with 16 of his peers at the Home School Academy one day per week. She also participates in outdoor physical activity two days per week.

Health/Patriotism/Citizenship- E

Name is learning about community and community helpers during his circle time each week at HSA. She is also learning about friendship and respecting other people and their space, time, and things.

Progress Indicators: E – Excellent; V – Very Good; G – Good; N – Needs Improvement

Name has completed at least 80% of planned material for this quarter: Yes X No

_________________________________

Parent/ Instructor Signature

_________________________________

Parent/ Instructor Signature